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Polar False Clamp Latch Pin 
Assembly Each assembly includes the 
latch pin, the spring (205687), the knurled 
knob with lock pin (205527, 200787) and a 
self-locking hex nut.

P220 Polar slider or push pin.  this slider 
was originally made of black plastic. Ours 
is made of aluminum. Measures 9.5mm 
(.375”) in diameter X 42mm (1.625”) long. It 
is used to release the flase clamp latch 
pin. Equal to Polar #241829. Only fits the 
Polar 155 and 176 models. Comes with a 
plastic hole plug.  Polar part #241827.

P210 Polar slider or push pin.  This slider 
was originally made of black plastic.  Ours 
is made of aluminum. Measures 9.5mm 
(.375”) in diameter X 25.5mm (1”) long.  It is 
used to release the false clamp latch pin. 
Equal to Polar 241828. Does not fit the 
Polar 155 and 176 models.  Comes with a 
black pastic hole plug.  Polar part #241827.

FPA25 False clamp pin installation tool. 
This steel anvil tool is 1.750” in diameter by 
4” long.  It is used to position and hold the 
Polar false clamppin in place while the 
bottom end of the pin is peened over with 
a hammer.  One end is machines to fit over 
the P10 pin while the opposiate end fits 
over the P11 pin.

P11 False clamp pin for the later models 
of Polar cutters after approximately 1984.  
Measures 7.75mm in diameter X 40mm 
(1.58”) long, notched as shown.  (232338)

P10 Replacement pin for false clamp for 
Polar cutters.  Measures 7.75mm in 
diameter X 46.5mm (1.85”) long, notched 
as shown.  (206035)

POLAR FALSE CLAMP PARTS

P350 Polar False Clamp Latch Pin 
Assembly. For smaller Polar models built 
after approximately 1982, including the 
Polar 55 EM, 58 E, 66, 76 EM, 78 X, 78 XS, 
78 XT, 78 S, 78 E, 78 ES and 78 ED.  
Measures approximately 65mm (2.563”) 
long.  The main latch area is 8mm in 
diameter and 12mm long.  This assembly 
includes the latch pin (232336), the 
perpendicular dowel pin (201558), the 
apring (207788) and a self locking hex nut 
(201091).

P351 Polar False Clamp Latch Pin 
Assembly. Fits Polar 92, 115, 137 and 155 
ED, X, XT and XS models.  Fits all 78 
models.  Measures approximately 60mm 
(2.375”) long.  The main latch area is 8mm 
in diameter by 20mm long.  Includes latch 
pin (232333), perpendicular dowel pin 
(201558), spring (205687) and self locking 
hex nut (201091).


